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by Carolyn McKenna

Swift Hat

Swift Hat is a wonderfully easy unisex hat pattern knitted in the round 
with no need for double pointed needles or blocking. Great for those new to 
knitting in the round and a super fast knit for experienced knitters. It truly 
is a swift hat! The rib pattern makes for a snug fit and do to the ease of the 
pattern you can customize it to make it your own. Add a contrast color of 

stripes, a different color trim at the rim, a big fluffy pom pom, color 
blocking, etc. Makes a lovely, wearable handmade item. 

Pattern written for sizes infant to adult.  

http://swiftyarns.com
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4” = 15 stitches unblocked and unstretched in rib stitch 
pattern.


Yarn:  
1 skein Big Swift 106 yds/100 grams and less/ bulky 
weight will make all hat sizes. 

Optional: 40-60 yards of Swift Cozy DK or Swift Cozy 
Worsted for pompom.


Needle: 
Suggested needle size. Adjust to achieve desired gauge.

US #11/ 8.0 mm 16” circular needle


Notions: 
One Marker - Needed to denote the beginning of the 
round.

Darning needle - to weave in ends and to close top of 
hat.

CO 		 cast on

k	 	 knit

p	 	 purl

k2tog	 knit 2 stitches together

pm		 place marker

rnd		 round


Finished Measurements:
Measurements taken unblocked and unstretched.  
Adult sizes will be in parentheses. 

Infant (0-12 mos), Toddler (1-3yrs), Child (4-8yrs), (Small 
Adult, Medium Adult, Large Adult)

Brim Circumference will stretch in the ranges of the 
following. Measurements are approximations: 

12”-14”, 15”-17”, 18”-20” (20”-21”, 22”-24”, 25”-26”) 

Abbreviations:

This hat is knit from brim to crown in the round. 

1. Cast on 42, 48, 54 (60, 66, 72) stitches using your 
favorite cast on method. I prefer long tail but 
beginners may like the knit cast on method. Join 
in the round. Be careful to not twist your stitches. 
PM to denote beginning of the round.


2. Work in ribbing pattern (k2, p1) for 6.5, 7, 7.5 (8, 
8.5, 9) inches.


3. Decreasing round:  (k2tog, p1).


4. Cut yarn leaving approximately a 8” tail.


5. Using your darning needle, thread tail through all 
live stitches. Remove stitches from needle. Pull 
yarn tail to close up top of hat.  I like to go 
through the remaining last stitches once more to 
ensure a snug closure. Pull tail through to the 
inside of hat and either weave in end or leave to 
help secure a pompom if desired.


6. Weave in all ends. No blocking really required only 
if desired/necessary for a a perfect fit.


And that is all there is to it! Enjoy your beautiful easy 
to make and easy to wear hat! If you need any 

assistance please email me at swiftyarns@gmail.com.

Gauge:

Materials:

Pattern

Samples were knit with Big Swift, colorways Twin Peaks (front cover) 
and Pumpkin Spice (above). Pompoms were made with Swift Cozy DK in 

colorways Golden Delicious (front cover) and Log Cabin (above).
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